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Summary 
 
Juliana Friedman b.1922 in Romania; mother "Fanny"; father "Abram" (passed from 
natural causes); family grocery store; older brother; small town's Hungarians & 
Romanians mixing harmoniously; public schooling; synagogue attendance; fear when 
Germans took over small town; SS walking in their store, looking around but not buying; 
fear in rumors of being taken with just clothes on back; neighbor offered to hide Juliana 
but not her mother; Juliana & mother taken to ghetto (2-3 months), treated “like 
animals,” if elderly fell, (SS) “didn’t care”; slave labor washing dishes; dismal conditions 
in barracks; taken in car wagons (no toilet bucket), “not knowing where they are going 
to take us – holding my Mom”; memory SS counting Juliana’s number #51; crying when 
mother was taken, told “You will see your mother tomorrow” but mother was taken to 
crematorium; taken to barracks; given striped uniform with big number in back; some SS 
nice because they too were in fear; slave labor in airplane factory; walked every day for 
hours to/from work - if someone fell down, “leave them there”; nothing in morning to 
eat; SS stood close to laborers to make sure they worked; in evening, a little 
soup/bread; SS escorted prisoners to outdoor bathroom; conversation in barracks “We 
didn’t believe they killed our parents.”; liberation by Russian soldiers, Nazis fleeing; 
taken to Russian DP camp within walking distance “Some (Russians) were anti-Semitic”; 
Russians put Juliana on train to hometown; Hungarian neighbors helpful; brother, uncle 
survived; Juliana worked in little grocery store that uncle opened; friend of family (who 
had also survived Auschwitz) introduced Juliana to his son who became her husband; 
uncle’s wife arriving to Auschwitz “taken right away to crematorium - whoever had 
small children”; waited 19 years to immigrate to US; happiness found in America. 
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